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McCarthy says he has
no plans of retiring
by Douglas Watts
Staff Writer
University of Maine Chancellor
Patrick McCarthy said Tuesday he
has no plans of retiring and IS con-
tent in "just being chancellor.'
McCarthy had said last winter,
when he was awarded a tenured
Patrick McCarthy
professorship by the UMaine
board of trustees, that he would
resign the chancellor's position
within two years.
Because of stiff opposition from
university faculty and politicians,
including GOV. Joseph Brennan,
McCarthy turned down the tenure
award last January. Jerome
Nadelhaft. a history professor at
UMO and former president of the
Council of Colleges, said McCar-
thy "has definitely gone back on
what he said last winter."
"The tenure award and his
subsequent resignation were part
of a package deal. When the
tenured professorship fell through,
the resignation went with it,"
Nadelhaft said
"McCarthy had a good point
Iasi year when he said ten years
was enough for any job. This is his
tenth year," he said.
Gerald Work, professor of
education and former president of
the Associated Faculties of the
University of Maine, said it is not
hard to understand why McCarthy
decided not to retire.
"His retirement was predicated
on a tenured professorship," he
said. "When that option was no
longer viable, he withdrew his
resignation."
Work said opposition from the
AFUM and university faculty con-
cerning the tenure issue last year
was not against McCarthy as a
person, but in the mariner in which
the issue was handled by the BCfr
and McCarthy.
"Our main gripe was that the
BOT struck a deal for tenure with
McCarthy," he said.
UMO President Anh,r Johnson
said he was not surprised by
McCarthy's decision not to retire.
"His plans are his plans,"
Johnson said.
Professor Henry Pogorzelski, a
member of the Independent Com-
mittee of Professional Standards,
Ethics and Excellence, said his
group would make a statement
Thursday on McCarthy's decision
not to retire
GSS agrees
ny Ken Brack
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
unanimously passed a resolution
Wednesday night calling for all student
government boards, committees, clubs
and organizations to obey the re-
quirements of Maine's right-to-know
law
Resolution sponsors Chris Bradley.
former student government vice presi-
dent, and former student gosernment
president Steve Ritzi said that although
the student government does not
technically exist as a municipality, "we
have an ethical obligation to keep all
matters (except personnel) under the
right to know law."
Answering a question from Hancock
Hall senator Ed Hansen, Bradley said
the resolution would not mandate every
student club to take minutes or notes,
but if they did take minutes, "everyone
has the right to look at them."
The resolution also says that organiza-
tions violating the right-to-know law will
lose student government recognition,
and empowers the GSS President to call
special meetings to hear complaints.
Teevens named new
UMO football coach
by Anne Chamberlain
Staff Writer
The UMO football team has a new
head coach, President Arthur.. Johnson
announced Wednesday at a press con-
ference at Alumni Center.
Eugene "Buddy" Teevens, who was
recently an offensive coordinator,
quarterback and receiver coach for
Boston University, will begin work on
Friday as the 30th head football coach
viat UMO.
Teevens was chosen from 54 ap-
plicants, in what Johnson described as
a "unanimous" decision by the search
committee, to replace Ron Rogerson,
who resigned last December to become
head coach at Princeton University.
Johnson said he supported the com-
mittee's choice because, "I like a young
man full of enthusiasm, which he has;
who has a fine reputation, which he has;
who is liked by the team, which he
definitely is; and someone who has very
strong reports from all elements who
report to me, which he did."
Mark Coutts, captain of the fooigat
team, and a member of the search com-
mittee said the team is very mutt in sup-
port of Teesens.
"I'm glad the search is finally over."
said Coutts. "The team is excited about
it. Vse're ready to get up and go in 1985
and get the Yankee Conference."
Teevens, who has also worked as
recruiting coordinator for BU, said there
won't be any problem recruiting players
for the UMO team. One of the most im-
portant aspects of the recruiting effort,
he said, will be establishing ties with high
school coaches.
His first priority is "to make sure we
get the top players front the state"
He also said, in response to questions,
that -the ball will be in the air this
fall." He said the UMO team will "fit
right into" a passing offense.
Teevens was All Ivy League quarter-
back and ECAC Division IA Player of
the Year at Dartmouth College, where he
received a bachelor's degree in history in
1979. He was captain and most valuable
Eugene 'Buddy' lime=
player on the 1978 Ivy League cham-
pionship team, and quarterback for the
Blue-Gray Football Classic his senior
year.
In 1978 he received the Makyth Man
Award for sportsmanship, friendliness
and good humor.
While working on his master's degree
in history at DePauw University, Teevens
was offensive backfield coach for that
school's football team.
Since 1982 Teevens has spent his sum-
mers working as director of the National
Youth Sports Program, a federally fund-
ed sports program for disadvantaged city
children, in Boston. Mass.
to comply with right-to-know'
In other business, Paul Conway and
Jon Sorenson were inaugurated as presi-
dent and vice president of the general
student senate.
Sorenson announced new directives
for the senate. Sorenson called for the
resignation of all committee chairmen
on March 26, the first GSS meeting after
spring break. SotenSon said each com-
mittee head would be allowed to resub-
mit an application for his/her post, and
assured the chairmen "you haven't lost
your position. We want to make sure that
people are interested in their commit-
Fair Election Practices Commission
Chairman Ed Cutting said he was
elected head of the FEPC by a vote of
all GSS members and threatened to file
for Sorenson's impeachment if the
senate president raised the matter again.
In other matters, Senate Secretary
Kathie Fetting said she will appeal a
. "decision" reached by the FEPC concer-
ning the "misuse of her title" in a letter
which endorsed one of the campaign
tickets.
Fetting said "no one had filed a com-
plaint on that" and that the incident was
confused with a different complaint. -
Cutting said the FEPC was observing
a resolution passed in 1982 which pro-
hibits student government officials from
endorsing candidates with their titles,
but he could not find a copy of the
resolution. The incident involving Fet-
ting's signature did not appear as a com-
law
'Pliint on a FEPC's list of complaints
heard at an open hearing Feb. 25.
In addition, Bradley, Mark Puglisi,
Patricia Miller, Susan MacFarland and
Jeff Lacourse were installed as new off-
campus senators.
Secretary's resignation
divides student government
by Gregory J. Schwartz
Staff Writer
The resignation of former Ad-
ministrative Assistant Helen
Girard in January has produced
comments both praising and
criticizing her from members of
the UMO student government.
Former Student Government
President Steve Ritzi and Vice
President Chris Bradley said
Girard was an invaluable aid in
running the offices of student
government. Bradley sponsored a
bill, pasked by the student senate.
to award Girard a $2,000 stipend
for services rendered before she
resigned. Girard's resignation is
surrounded by controversy. She
cited poor health as the reason for
her resignation, but members of
student government say chaos and
personality conflicts in the student
government office drove her to
resign.
Ritzi said, "In the four years
that Helen worked for us, her per-
formance was outstanding and
beyond belief."
"She was the number one
(see GIRARD pose 3)
The Daily Maine Campus. Thursday, February 18, 1983.
Maine bill echoes Sol omon Amendment'
by Ron Gabriel
Staff Writer
A bill before the Legislature denying
state higher education aid to Those who
fail to register for the draft is needed to
reinforce existing federal legislation, the
bill's sponsor said.
Rep. Eugene Paradis. R•Stillwater, said
although 99 percent of adult males cur-
rently comply with the Selective Sers ice
Act, the bill is needed to evidence state
support of the law.
"V* have a real good compliance rate
with the draft law, but that is today —
we have had experience in the past when
that was not so," Paradis said. "This
law would reinforce compliance in the
future when and if the rate drops."
Other states have already introduced
similar bills as "companion pieces" to
the federal legislation that slates "the
benefits of society v.-ill be withheld from
those who don't comply with their civic
obligation of registering for service,"
Paradis said.
Rep. John Bolt, R-Orono, said he does
not favor giving state aid to students
who fail to register, but opposes the bill
because it appears unnecessary.
BLOOM COUNTY
"If we base a compliance rate of 99
percent, why do we base to step into it
with a state law?" Bott said. "We've got
more important things to do as a uniser-
sits' than to chase after people in
something the government's already in-
volved in."
The federal government can impose
up to a 5-star prison sentence and a
SI0,000 fine to persons who fail to
register as required by the Selective Ser-
vice Act, Bott said.
The bill's attempt to combat possible
future noncompliance could ultimately
affect more than the one percent who do
not register, he said.
"Suppose a student fills out a card
and some bureaucrat misplaces it —
there have been documented cases."
Bott said. "Suddenly a student can't go
to school for a semester."
Burt Batty, UMO director of student
aid, said he has no indicatIon student
tive Service compliance form tot verify
they have registered, Batty said.
If the bill passes, no additional
verification costs are expected because
"we're already doing it for everyone
anyway — assuming the state is going to
require the same type verification, " he
said.
In 1983, three students failed to
register, but later complied when the
financial aid office refused to process
their applications, Batty said. There have
been no violations since.
The bill is intended to "monsate by
rewarding those who comply and it Congress- intended, he said. "not to
withholds privileges from those (who do punish anyone, but to promote com-
not) as long as they are not square with pliance with the draft registration re-
the law, " Paradis said. (The Old quirement and fairness in the allocation
Town-Orono Times 2/13/85) of scarce resources." (Congressional
Failing to pass two years ago, the bill Quarterly Inc. 7/744)
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compliance would drop in the future. - *teams as they make their *'Nee have no problems with students--,*.___
not registering at UMO," Batty said. •••
"They're making an iSsue out of a non- 
* drives toward the playoffs *problem."
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L&A Market
Mill Street, Orono
866-2551
The little guy tries harder
This Week's Specials
Diet Pepsi & Diet Pepsi Free
, r
 99'
plus tax 8 dep
Knickerbocker, Piels,
Schaefer, Red, & White 
Almaden
Burgundy, Mountain Rose,
Mountain Chablis
1 5 liter
$3.99
Dlus S
$3.99
Humpty Dumpty 
Pounder Plus
main Coom,s. 5,1 PIS
41.68
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
in its revised form left the Legal Affairs
Committee with an "ought to pass"
report and is before the Legislature this
week, Bott said.
On July 5, 1984, the U.S. Supreme
Court upheld the constitutionality of
refusing federal student aid to male col-
lege students who fail to register for the
draft. Referring to the case of Selective
Sers ice System s. Minnesota Public In-
terest Research Group, Chief Justice
Warren Burger said the denial of a
government benefit does not constitute
punishment.
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*Girard
resource person," he said.
However, some student government
representatives said her conduct was in-
appropriate and unprofessional.
Student Senator Rodney Labbe said
Girard viewed her position "as a buffer
for Ritzi and Bradley,'
"She would tell them (Ritzi and
Bradley) anything," Labbe said. Fur-
thermore, he said, "she was openly
critical of people opposed to Ritzi."
"One day," Labbe said, "she and
Ritzi rearranged the office furniture,
removing all the places where senators
would sit, and she told us we could take
our business to the Bears' Den. A resolu-
tion was made demanding space —
which was passed — and then Helen
quit."
Harry Tucci, chairman of the Physical
Environment Committee, said, "She
took it as an insult that we would ques-
tion the fact that she made the right deci-
sion" to move the office furniture.
"She took it as a personal slap in the
face when we changed things," he
said.
Bradley said.Girard's resignation and
involvement in student government "is
nobody else's business."
Tucci said Girard "was involved in a
lot of backstabbing."
"She would praise Rodney when he
was around." he said, "and when he
wasn't, she would talk bad about
him."
Senate Parliamentarian Chris SlcAvo,
said Ciirard "did a fine job," and that
"she was a tremendous resource."
"She did her job and got sick of it and
then left," he said. Dave Webster.
chairman of the Government Pro-
ceirclures Committee, said the cir-
cumstances surrounding Girard',
resignation are "all speculation."
"No one's totally in the right or total-
!) in the wrong about Helen," he said.
"Helen got caught between the executive
branch that was paranoid over suppos-
ed opposition that just wasn't there.
Webster said some people felt that it
was Labbe's fault that Ritzi couldn't get
anything done during the last two
months of his term, and that "Helen goi
caught in the middle."
"It's not Labbe's fault that Helen
resigned," he said.
George Lytle, chairman of the Board
of Student Organizations, said, "If the
inner office had an idea, then it wa,
great, and anybody (who) opposed it was
(continued from page I)
frowned on" by Girard.
Lytle said the veto proposal, which
would have given Ritzi the power to veto
any bill in the senate, was heavily sup-
ported by Girard.
"She (Girard) was very helpful when
she wanted to be," he said.
Tucci said, "We don't need a secretary
interjecting personal opinions into stu-
dent government affairs."
"Her attitude was such a poor attitude
that it reflected on the whole of student
government," he said,
Labbe said he had no influence on
Girard's resignation.
"She was afraid who would win the
election, (and) that there would be
undesirables up here (in office)
again."
Tucci said Girard felt her job "was to
insulate the inner office from the out-
side world."
"She tried to act as a filter as to what
they (Ritzi and Bradley) did and
heard," he said.
Ed Cutting, chairman of the Fair Eke-
-non -Practices Committee, said GiraA—
"is a very nice person."
-- "People think highly of her," he
said.
Girard said Monday, "I thoroughly
enjoyed working with Steve and
Chris. "
Mission member to 
speak on famine relief
by Hope Kerley
Staff Writer
An American Red Cross division in-
structor and Public Affairs Advisory
Committee member will discuss and
show slides of her ten-day experience in
Senegal and Mauretania as a member of
an American Red Cross fact-finding
team at noon Thursday in the Sutton
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Carol O'Connor said she is giving the
presentation to create more public
awareness of the famine problem in
Africa.
"The drought problem in Ethiopia has
been very well publicized, but there are
13 other countries in Africa suffering
from the drought." she said.'
O'Connor said the mission, which
went to Africa in 1984, was the first in-
ternational mission by the American Red
Cross. Its purpose was to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of famine relief programs in
African countries suffering acute starva-
tion problems. The mission was carried
out by the American and International
Red Cross organizations and the Red
Crescent Society, the Moslem version of
the Red Cross.
O'Connor's presentation is sponsored
by Project Famine Relief, and funded by
A PARTY FOR ALL STUDENTS
en
SAE Fraternity will be throwing-a--
pre-March Break bash on
0 Saturday, March 2 at 9:00 p.m. I
0 Students of all ages are welcome.
$2 for students under 20 years old
$4 for students 20 years or older
0 COME JOIN IN ON ALL THE FUN
& DANCE WITH ALL YOUR FRIENDS
• sign-up list opens Friday afternoon 0
the UMO Guest Lecture Series and the
American Red Cross.
Project Famine Relief Executive Direc-
tor Roland Morin said he invited O'Con-
nor because he felt more public
awareness of the famine in Africa was
needed, and because O'Connor was the
closest fact-finding team member
available.
Morin said Project Famine Relief was
founded during Christmas break to raise
funds at UMO for the American Red
Cross African Famine Relief campaign.
The organization has been fund rais-
ing through the month of February, set-
ting out cans for donations beside cash
registers at various locations on campus
and selling raffle tickets for a Rossignol
cross-country ski set, the winner of
which will be announced at 1 p.m.
Thursday.
Jeffrey Burgess, executive director of
the Pine Tree Chapter of the Red Cross
in Bangor said Project Famine Relief has
raised 52.000 for the Red Cross.
GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona of-
fers more than 40 courses
anthropology, art. bilingu-
al education, folk music
and folk dance, history,
political science. sociol-
ogy, .5papish language.,
and literature' and inten-
sive Spanish. Six-week
session July 1-August 9.
1985 Fully accredited pro-
gram Tuition $440 Room
and board in Mexican
home. $460
EE0..AA
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Summer School
Robert L Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(6021 621-4729
or 621-4720
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think that's right. so we're doing
something to help
(1 M. Philack Sr Sons will lmten
your needs and work with ,Aar to
arrarw a custom financing pian.0.4
belie, you'll find more flexible
than any other yinekr in Marne
After all, the heart shouldn't be
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Creating ienns Of Endearment kw almusl half. tenttenr,
WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
\,‘
If you have at least two
years of college left, you
can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and
earn approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-Year
Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a
year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation
day. That's when you
receive an officer's
commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention
your bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science, 581-1125.
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
4 The Dady Maine Campus. Thursday, February 28.1985.
World/U.S. News
Hijackers surrender after taking 41 hostage
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — Two
Syrians being deported from West Ger-
many hijacked a Lufthansa airliner on
Wednesday and forced it to land in Vien-
na. During a five-hour standoff at the
airport they released all 41 of their
hostages, then surrendered.
The Syrians, being deported to their
homeland for undisclosed reasons. were
put on the 1:45 p.m. flight from
Frankfurt to Damascus. Wielding knives
and broken bottles. they commandeered
the Boeing 72- and demanded political
asylum in Austria without trial for air
piracs. Schwechat airport officials said.
The 33 passengers were released in two
groups during the standoff, but the
eight-member crew remained aboard as
hostages during the ordeal. The hijackers
had threatened to kill the pilot,if police
neared the plane.
They left the plane and surrendered at
9:18 p.m. local time (3:18 p.m. EST) after
nearly use hours of negotiations. of-
ficials said.
"Everything's okay. It went well,
without incidents." said airport
spokesman Gerhard Kastelic.
Berlin police spokesman Hans
Birkenbetil said the two had been ar-
rested in Berlin and sent to Frankfurt for
deportation. He would not elaborate.
The two boarded the-plane under
guard, but i'efe TT( uiijirdeJ"hce
aboard because ills a direct flighi, to
Damascus. he said.
Foreign Minister Leopold Graz said
the hijackers would face charges in
Austria under international conventions
against hijacking.
Farid Rifaat, an Arabic-speaking at-
torney who has defended Arabs accus-
ed of terrorism here, met with the hi-
jackers before their surrender, said
Friedrich Nlagner, a spokesman for the
Austrian Cisil Aviation Authority.
Magner said he did not now what they
talked about, "but Rifaat had to disrobe
himself partially in the.floodlight," on
the runway in front of the plane. After
a five-minute initial meeting. outside.
Rifaat entered the plane.
The airport remained open
throughout the ordeal. Magner said.
After one hour of negotiations, 21 of
the passengers were released, and the rest
were set free one and a half hours later,
as the result of negotiations between the
air pirates and Lufthansa officials, said
airport spokeswoman Hildegard
Ehmsen.
They were taken immediately to a
closed-off waiting room.
Rudolf Hartmann, head of Lufthan-
sa in Austria, said the foreign passengers
included Americans, a few Japanese. and
a Swede. He declined to identify them.
the hijackers demanded
political asylum in Austria by radio
-while they- were circling the airport. arid
it was denied.
Yianni's Pizza
Take Out and Delivery
Park St—Buy Rite Beverage
_
866-5536 ' 
V lon -1-0.
Sat 8 Sun.- All Day
PIZZA
SM LG SM. LGCheese 2 10 425 Bacon 2.75 495
Onion 260 495 Pepperoni 275 495a
PePPet 260 495 Ham 275 495
Om Pepper .275 495 Meatball 2.75 495
Mushroom 275 495 Sausage 275 495
Greek Oltue 275 495 2 Way 
.150 595
Salami 275 495 3 Way 400
 
6.50
Anchane 275 495 4 Way 
 4.50 699
X Cheese 75 i25 Yannis Specol 
 4 95 795
HOT OVEN SUBS
baker. 200 Tuna 200
Ham Italtar 200 Roast Beal 250
Genoa [teen 225 Cheese Steak 200
Puttorni 225 Onion Steak   225
Vegetaran 1 SO Mushroom Steak 225
Eggplant 225 Peppersteak 225
Sausage 200 Steak Bomb 275
Meattual 200 Al: subs include cheese
Meatballs
Soup
Basket of Gar
Garee5
Chet
Antipasto
Breac
so ,ads
Delis Cr
125
75 and 1 50
95
SM LG
125 200
175 295
'ITS 295
175 295
Spaghem with sauce
a meatball. sausage or
musEroorr.
Combo •
Lasagna
SERVED WITH SALAD AND
GARLIC BREAD
325
395
425
450
Eggpard Parmigiana 4'h
Sausages 125
2 liter Coke -- 99 plus as d. deo
with nets large single item pizza
Charge -s -0,7 2 mile, Si 00-up io 4 miles
The Frankfurt
-Damascus flight, eight crewmen. It circled the airport in
number L H612, took off from Frankfurt Vienna and landed at 4:22 p.m., officials
at 1:45 p.m., carrying 35 passengers and said.
Egypt, Israel explore
renewal of neace talks
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli Prime
Minister Shimon Peres and President
Hosni Mubarak of Egypt exchanged
special envoys Wednesday to explore the
prospects for renewing Middle East
peace talks.
Peres met twice with an envoy sent by
Mubarak. and the prime minister's
spokesman told reporters that Israel and
Egypt "recognize the need and urgency
to further the peace process" and "will
intensify their contacts."
The new contacts are the first signifi-
cant movement toward a Middle East
peace initiative since the U.S.-mediated
talks on autonomy for Palestinians liv-
ing under Israeli occupation broke down
in 1982.
Peres' spokesman, Uri Savir, repeated
the prime minister's position that he is
ready to participate in new-Middle East
peace talks with Jordan or with a mixed
lordanian.Palestinian delegatiorsewswit
sided the delegation does not include
members of the Palestine Liberation
Organization.
In Cairo, Mubarak MCI with Israel's
energy minister, Moshe Shahal, in What
Israeli sources said were "complemen-
tary" talks. A second Israeli was ex-
pected to head for Cairo later and Israeli
sources indicated he would be Avraham
Tamir, director-general of Peres' office.
Israeli officials saw in the intensified.
contacts a possibility of better relations
=with Egypt after a chill that followed
Israel's June 1982 invasion of Lebanon.
The new Israeli-Egyptian moves came
at a time when Jordan and PLO chair-
man Yasser Arafat have agreed on a joint
negotiating strategy on the Middle East.
That agreement has been applauded by
Mubarak as offering a way to get talks
'going on the entire range of issues that
block peace in the Middle East.
Peres was joined by two Cabinet
ministers. Moshe Arens of the right-wing
Likud bloc and Ezer Weizman of the
left-leaning Labor alignment, when he
recosed Abdel Halim Bedaws, a senior
_Egyptian Foreign Ministry official. and
Mohammed Bassiouny, the charge d'af-
faires at the Egyptian Embassy in Israel.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO MANE MASQUE THEATRE SCHOOL OF PERFORMINGARTS DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE/DANCE AND DEPARTMENT OF MUS/C
or•L•rtis
,February 26 through March 2 at
8:00 p.m. Matinee: March 1 at
2:00 p.m.
BROADWAY SMASH-HIT
MUSICAL THRILLER
rocket solo begin/ Februory 10
Call $131 17SS or Wrote Sox Off.c• Memor.ol
Union Unoyeryoty of Marne at Dr000 CHAS.
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Measles epidemic hits 53; BU closed to public
BOSTON (AP) — Boston University
officials, battling a campus measles
epidemic that has stricken 53 people,
urged students Wednesday to avoid
crowded elevators, planes and even in-
timate dinner parties.
The school has called off all plays, art
exhibits and large lectures, and is warn-
ing students to stay away from crowded
dormitory rooms and dining halls_
Classes were not affected because of
mid-term examinations.
Fans have been barred from all 13U
sporting events. School and government
health officials said they are concerned
students will spread the disease from
coast to coast when the weeklong vaca-
tion begins Friday. '
They have asked students to travel by
car if possible. Students whose admis-
sion forms do not indicate they have
been inoculated will not be allowed to
return to school without written proof
of immunization, university spokesman
John Keller said.
Medical authorities estimated that
about 5,000 of the school's 28,000
students are vulnerable, either because
they were not inoculated as youngsters
or because they were vaccinated before
a longer lasting dose was developed in
1968.
"There was a rumor going for a while
that we were going to call in the National
Guard to surround one dorm," said
Keller. "We've been busy running
around, pasting up posters saying,
'There will be no quarantine. There will
be no National Guard!"
Keller said doctors from the state and
city departments of health, as well as an
epidemic specialist from the U.S. Centers
Pope, Gromyko talk on
Soviet Catholics, peace
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope John
Paul II and Soviet Foreign Minister An-
drei Gromyko, held an apparently cor-
dial conversation for nearly two hours
Wednesday on world peace and the
situation of Catholics in the Soviet
Union.
Neither side gave details of the
unusually long audience. It was the
pope's first with a Kremlin official since
the martial law crackdown in his native
Poland in 1981 and the attempt on his
life, which some report, have linked to
the So% let secret police
—Gromy-ko. '75, got -a -reircarpet
welcome for his first visit to the Vatican
in six Years. He said it was a "good"
meeting, and the question of a papal
visit to the Soviet Union did not come
up.
John Paul, 64, said last year that he
had been denied permission to visit
Lithuania, a strongly Roman Catholic
republic in the Soviet Union.
John Paul greeted Gromyko in Rus-
sian, and the Soviet official assured the
pontiff of his "best wishes" in English
at the end of the meeting. The pope ap-
peared relaxed and both men were smil-
ing when reporters and photographers
were ushered into the papal library.
Presenting his gift of a small lac-
quered box to John Paul, Gromyko said,
"It's a small memento, as the Americans
say. "
Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro
said only that the two men discussed
—'-'-peaee in the woad and the situation of
Catholics in the So, iet Union."
Expectations were that Gromyko
would seek papal support for the
Kremlin campaign against President
Ronald Reagan's space-based defense
proposal, commonly called Star Wars,
and that John Paul would press his guest
about religious liberty in the So, let
Union.
SHIRT
FACIURY
OUTLET
Special
From Byford of England
Mans 100°h Cotton Rugby Shirts
$26
GANT
regular price $40
MAINE SQUARE 659 Hogan Road, BANGOR, ME
Tel 9-171280 OPEN SUNDAYS
MARSH 1N5 *AL
ISLAND corm um FINIIITNII
PHOTOGRAPHY
Cash Awards
Open to all UMO/BCC
amateur photographers
Entries due on
Thursday, March 28, 1985
More details at Director's
Office, Memorial Union
for Disease Control in Atlanta, are help-
ing the- school operate vaccination
centers.
Worried parents flooded the sprawl-
ing urban school with phone calls, and
hundreds of students crowded three new
clinics offering free innoculations. By
Wednesday afternoon, about 2,500
students had received shots to prevent
measles, a virus that causes an itchy rash
and flu-like symptoms.
At Principia College, a Christian
Scientist school in Elsah, III., two
students died during a measles outbreak,
apparently after refusing medical treat-
ment. Since the measles outbreak hit
Principia several weeks ago, 79 of its 712
students have contracted the disease and
school officials declared a voluntary
quarantine. The religion teaches that
sickness is only cured through prayer.
Dr. John Frank, a medical
epidemiologist at the Centers for Disease
Control, said U.S. cases of measles have
decreased from 24,000 in 1975 to about
2,500 in 1984. He said most outbreaks
occur at schools because 5 to 10 percent
of college-age students are vulnerable to
the disease.
Iowa farmers protest
federal farm policies
AMES, Iowa (AP) — Thousands of
farmers jammed a basketball arena
Wednesday to protest "ruthless" federal
farm policies and cheer speakers who
said "this administration has declared
war" on the family farm.
"I come before you today to tell you
that if we do nothing, the bells will have
tolled the end of an American
dream," Bishop Maurice Dingman of
Des Moines' Roman Catholic Diocese
told the rally.
An overflow crowd jammed the
15,000-seat Hilton Coliseum at Iowa
State University for the "National Crisis
Action Rally," and some listened to
loudspeakers outside.
"We are producing $2.50 corn in a $6
world," said Darrell Ringer, a Quitter,
Kan., farmer who said he was facing
foreclosure.
"Thirty-three years of wrong farm
policy and now this administration has
declared war on the family farm."
There was a carnival atmosphere
around the rally, as high school bands
played and farmers sported signs like
"Save the Heart of America," "Keep
the Faith" and "Doesn't Anybody Hear
Us?"
Farmers complain that a combination
of high interest rates, falling land prices
and low prices for their products are for-
cing thousands off the land. Neil Harl,
an ISU farm economist, has estimated
that 10 percent of the nation's farmers
will be driven from the land unless more
help is offered.
As speakers berated federal farm
policy, lawmakers in Washington
debated measures expanding farm
assistance for the spring planting season,
and organizers said they hoped the rally
would pressure Congress.
Rally organizers, including 10 farm
groups, brought in consumer advocates
and union members to demonstrate the
broad support for providing aid to
farmers.
"In order for our government to hear
our complaints and do something about
it, all laborers must come together. "
said Carlos Polit, a United Auto Workers
member from Rock Island,
"We are a proud people, yet our pride
has sometimes been a barrier rather than
an aid," said Joan Blundall, who
works in a farm counseling office in
Eagle Grove_ "That silence makes fertile
ground for suicide, family discord,
health risks and violence."
.... .........
ROCK 'N' ROLL COWBOY PRODUCTIONS
BRINGS BACK TO MAINE
BILLY CHINNOCK
VVTOS
DEVON SQUARE
MONDAY, MARCH 4th
UMO, In the Pit 8:00 pm
Tickets Available at the ticket office
and at DeOrsey's in Waterville
$6 in advance, $8 day of show
TIN
W.14PAS
PROOUC11043
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Editorial
Keep it "at Orono"
r Daily Maine Campus editorial board hasT unanimously against the proposal tochange the name of the University. of Maine at
Orono to the University of Maine. Rep. Stephen Bost.
D-Orono, is sponsoring the bill in,the Legislature to
Present UN10 from being, as he said, "just another
university in the system." The reasons for the name
change are based on the financial benefits that UMO
would receive from being recognized as separate front
the UMaine system. Proponents 'as that alumni would
be more apt to donate inoney.to LIMO if they: sserr
„assured that the money would be allocated to Orono and
not divided among the university's six satellites.
The staff of The Campus sees this action as selfish.
It's as though the university is a tiling to take the spoon
out of the mouths of those students at UMA, UMF.
UNIFK..UMNI, LIMPI and 1..7SM. This attitude that
UMO should remain the best, in both an educational
and financial sense, shows insensitivity toward students
seeking education at one of the other six universities in
the system.
Should UNIO willingly take money from those
universities? This is what could happen when these
universities' administrators appear before the Legislature
with their budgets. The Legislature may very well play:
favorites among the seven universities when
appropriating money.
The University.: of Maine at Orono should remain as
such and be recognized as the best of the seven
universities on its own merits. Alumni who donate
money: to the university should donate it for reasons of
improving education on a whole. Legislators who think
that alumni don't donate money because of the "at
Orono" tag line should come to their senses. People
donate money with the idea that their contributions are
being used to improve education. Bost said the tag line
"dilutes" the name of the university and makes it sound
less prestigious. Bost should represent the state of Maine.
seeing that he serses on the Joint Standing Committee
on Education, and not play favorites because he serves
the illICIreS1 of the Orono community. Bost should be
concerned auth the whole state of education in Maine.
Bost has the responsibility to represent education in the
state and not focus his aim on UMO. There is no doubt
that if the University of Maine at Orono has its name
changed that education will suffer throughout the state.
Funding to the other unisersities in the LlMaine system
w ill certainly be affiNied if'11.1s10 becomes known as the
University of Maine.
Other legislators think the name change will help
attract students to UNIO, but this too is a farce. Students
choose programs of study and not the name- of the
institution. Why would the tag line make a difference
to a student who has chosen Maine as the place to
receive an education?
A similar name change was soundly defeated a couple
of years ago by the House of Representatives. The
editorial board would like to think the legislators will
recognize how the name change will negatively affect
education throughout the state and vote against such
a bill.
If L1N10 wants to be recognized as the leader in the
UMaine system it can do so without stabbing the other
universities in the back. UMO should gain its
prominence through its constant goal of 'service.
excellence and efficiency. „
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The
bottom •
line digitiatk
E.J. VONGHER
%%ell the smoke has cleared, the com-
plaints have been heard, the judgments
have been rendered and it appears the
team of Paul Conway and Jon Sorenson
will carry the student body through the
next year.
Many have claimed that the organiza-
tion which Conway and Sorenson now
lead is an ineffective collection of self-.
scrsing tuitwits who exist merely to hear
the aggravating sound of their own
quibbling.
'But students, don't you realize that by
showing up to vote in quantities amoun-
ting to a mere 10 percent of you that, in
effect, you are reaffirming in a most triSt-
hie and obvious way that you just don't
give a damn about the manner or forum
through which your opinions and con-
cerns are expressed?
If student government ceases to exist,
as some have claimed it should, you will
no longer have a vehicle to express, with
any degree of force or unity, the fact that
you are an intricate part of this univer-
sity — perhaps even the primary reason
for its existence.
Along these lines, one would assume
that students have a rightful place
among those who make the decisions
around here If -by chance, you relax in
this respect, somebody else will make
these decisions. for you, maybe even with
-somebody else's interests at heart. Keep
in mind the fact that student financial
input accounts for about 33 percent of
the university's operating revenue.
Think about it folks. If you choose to
leave the expression of your opinions
and concerns in the hands of "self-
serving nitwits w-ho exist merely to hear
the aggravating sound of their own quib-
bling, " which is what a 10 percent
voter turnout indicates, you can well ex-
pect those who make the decisions
around here to consider the source, as it
were, when it comes to absorbing student
input.
lie/I, the student citrus claim they
want open parking. The students have
no voice. But that's all right, we know
what's best for them anyhow; Tear down
the cabins, abolish Burnstock and stop
Senior Bash. End those insane fraterni-
ty parties (and those insane fraternities,
for th,at matter). Eliminate alcohol on
campus and never allow the Dead to
play here again etc., etc., etc.
Sure, it's difficult to find redeeming
and constructive qualities in a body'
whose members repeatedly act in a
childish and immature manner I realize
it's difficult to feel secure when someone
who supposedly represents you, stands
accused of tearing down campaign
posters. Sure, the entire reputation of the
GSS comes under question for the ac-
tions of a few:. But take heart, this
negative element of student government
can be removed, like a malignem tumor.
I guess the bottom line is this if you
feel that you aren't being properly
represented, it's time to make some
changes. Put pressure on your represen-
tatives to act according to your needs
and desires, to convey your opinions and
concerns and to act in a responsible
manner, If need be (which I think
necessary), give them the license to
eliminate obstacles blocking the GSS
from achieving its purpose. Don't blame
the entire system for the inferiority of a
few. remosable components.
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The Slain.. Campus welcomes letters tothie editor and
commentaries Leiters should be 503 words or less.
commentaries should be about 450 words Anony•
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be enthheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances The Maine Campus reserres the
Jight to edit letters and commentaries
for length taste and libel
Statistics can't deny
the right to choice
To the editor:
lists Is directed to Mr.
Johnson, author of the corn-
menta:j, "The Facts of Life,"
in (The Daily Maine Campus,
Feb. 20).
Mr. Johnson, as most people
know there are plenty of
statistics to support both sides
of the abortion argument. You
stated your argument well with
the figures you produced. But
as a former statistics instructor
of mine said on the first day of
class: "Anyone can make
statistics say anything they
want."
As I'm sure you know, Mr.
Johnson, this country was
founded on the right of free
worship of a Supreme Being.
This right also includes the right
of not worshiping a Supreme
Being if one so chooses. Those
who choose not to womhip a
Supreme Being may have dif-
ferent beliefs as to when life
begins, and who has the right to
say that their beliefs are wrong?
Personally, Mr. Johnson, I
beliese that if the various
religious leaders of the world
would stop condemning those
of us who believe in the right of
choice and accept some form of
birth control, that maybe some-
day abortion will not be such a
social headache.
I just thank the God I believe
in that we live in a country
where we can have different opi-
nions and beliefs.
Bill Schongar
Orono
Market value test unfair
To the editor:
I fail to realize why so-called
"fair market value" has
anything to do with the recent
involvement of the FEPC. It ap-
pears that the FEPC is pro-
moting financial waste among
the student government can-
didates. There is no reason to
complain about one candidate
paying less for something than
thought possible, as long as if
is done in a legal fashion. I
don't feel bad about paying 5.54
for a hamburger at McDonalds
even though the "fair market
value" at (he Bears' Den is $90,
and I would hope nobody
thought I spend my lunch
money unjustly at McDonalds.
I'm glad to see that the person
we have elected to the student
government position has the in-
The Daily Maine Campus. Thursday, February 18, 1985. 7
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genuity to get the most for his
$300. The Pentagon has shown
us that paying a "fair market
value" for items leads only to
$900 toilet seats, and $35 bolts.
I agree that some items ought to
be taken on the fair market
value system, as in parties
thrown by other people, but
where do we draw the line? It
doesn't seem very appropriate
to assess each candidate $3.35
an hour for the time that they
and their associates put up
posters. The point is that Soren-
son and tonway are taking un-
just abuse for paying less for
their buttons than another can-
didate did, hut that's Webster's
fault.
Robert Pfister
Old Town
Film trashing missed the point
To the editor:
Stephen Macklin's review of
"America: From Hitler to MX"
(The Daily Maine Campus. feb.
221 is a case study in misinter-
preting the intentions of a film
and then trashing the film for
failing to measure up to those
intentions. The film did not aim
to draw "connections between
the American military and Nazi
Germany," or to "link current
policies to those of National
Socialist Germany." The aim
of the film, in which it was quite
successful, was to show that the
same companies which are cur-
rently profiting from the
nuclear arms race reaped huge
profits from German rearma-
ment in the '30s and even in the
early '40s when the United
States was at war with Ger-
many. DuPont. General Motors,
Electric Boat, Pratt-Whitney,
and others all had major in-
vestments in German ar-
maments production. Ex-
ecutives of Ford and General
Motors were decorated by
Hitler. Some of these com-
panies continued to produce
ammunitions for Germany after
the war began. Factories which
should have been military
targets were spared from Allied
bombing, and companies which
were not spared often received
war reparations. The evidence
presented in the film for these
shocking facts was gleaned
from The New York Times,
Senate testimony, and other
documented sources. DuPont,
among others, is heavilyans.olv-.
ed in nuclear warhead produc-
tion. Electric Boat, which pro-
vided patents for U-boats to the
Nazis, is currently making Tri-
dent submarines.
The part of the film which
Mr. Macklin liked should be
seen in this context. The
"misperceptions" and "abuses"
he alludes to concerning radia-
tion and the nuclear industry,
were shown in the film to be
deliberate irradiation of soldiers
at atomic test sites, deliberate
falsification of records of the
doses they received, and
documentation of the high pro-
portion of radioactive waste
which results specifically from
weapons production (95 per-
cent). The "nuclear industry" is
for the most part a munitions
industry. It is creating the same
amount of radioactive
substance in weapons production
as would be created in the
detonation of the nuclear
arsenal, a fact not only record-
ed by a biophysicist in the film,
but confirmed afterward in
discussion with a physicist in
the audience. The pollution has
taken a heavy toll on industry
workers, particularly Navajo
uranium miners, who were told
that the work they were doing
was safe, and are now dying of
.cancer. The disregard for
- worker safety displays the same
callousness that enabled com-
panies to play both sides in the
Second World War.
In addition to interview's with
workers on important topics
seich as job safety, coercive in-
vasions of privacy, and
unemployment resulting from
high military budgets — which
Mr. Macklin dismisses as
"screaming" — the film con-
tained interviews with members
of Congress, former State
Department officials involved
in arms control and strategic
planning, former high-ranking
military officers, scientists, and
others. who Macklin fails to
acknowledge. He also absurdly.
misrepresents one interviewee's
comment concerning the use of
the military to put down inter-
nal rebellion, suggesting that
the man had said nuclear
weapons might be used
domestically. This was never
said.
_ To summarize, the film pro-
vided a provocative indictment
of those American based
multinationals which have pro-
fited both from Nazi militarism
and the nuclear arms race. It
showed how these companies
are polluting our atmosphere,
and acting with a callous
disregard for the safety of their
workers and host communities,
not to mention the future of the
species that nuclear weapons
place in jeopardy. The working
people of this country, to whom
Mr. Macklin finds it so tedious
to listen, might be able to set the
country on a different course, in
cooperation with the peace
movement, minorities, and
others who have an interest in
cutting the bloated defense
budget. This film made an
enlightening contribution to
such a development.
Michael Howard
department of philosophy
Abolishing student government
To the editor:
Bravo to Rick Lames! I loved
"Death Knell" (The Daily
Maine Campus, Feb.27)and I'm
behind the idea 100 percent. If
it's as easy as Rick says it is, I
think we ought to do it. In my
two years here, I have been
bombarded with stories about
senate activities and elections,
leaving me with a less than
favorable opinion of student
government. After visiting the
University of Vermont, and see-
ing a government that works, I
can honestly say I think we'd be
better off without the hassle_
Why should every student pay
$6 so the ambitious people on
campus can fight over titles to
put down on their resumes
when they get out of here? The
flat fee system seems to be more
fair than the arbitrary decision
process we have now, and even
if the new system fails, we'll on-
ly be as worse off as we are now.
Let's go for it!
Alan Okonski
409 Hart Hall
P.S.: I really liked the cartoon,
too
Commentary
Many people out there think that the civilwar in El Salvador is based on the factthat 14 families in that country own a
majority of the land and wealth. You may also think
that the guerrillas in that tiny country are fighting
for the rights of the poor and oppressed. Of course.
there is a big misunderstanding that the government
there (and, indirectly the death squads) are being
supported by the U.S. government to protect
multinational corporate investments and to stem the
tide of indigenous uprisings which threaten U.S.
business and political hegemony. Well you guys got
it all wrong.
Very few people know that the war is being fought
over the University of El Salvador's mascot. Bub-
bles the Bear. Yes, since 1930, when Bubbles started
Bubbles the Bear
to show signs of wear, a fierce controversy took hold
of the populace. "Should we get a new Bubbles suit
or should we forget about the mascot and get on
with the business of trying to improve the plight of
our poor people?" The lines were drawn quickly
with the left leaning toward doing away with the ill-
fated bear, while the right pushed for a new suit.
Meanwhile, the moderates in the country, who sug-
gested fixing up the old suit, were quickly liquidated
by right-wing death squads.
The country. became embroiled in the civil war
that rages until this day.. Thousands have died over
what seems to be a senseless controversy. Maybe we
can learn a lesson from our neighbors in the south.
Yes, the issue that tore El Salvador to pieces
threatens to destroy the peace and serenity of our
Mark Puglisi
little community. Right now, on this campus.
Bananas the Bear could conceivably drive the UMO
campus into anarchy.
But there is hope. By diverting the energy that is
otherwise being pumped into the Battle of Bananas,
we could avert a disaster and do some good in our
community. Think of the wonders that could be
done if we all worked "feverishly" on helping Ethio-
pians eat. Consider the amount of good that could
be done if that energy were put into helping the
poor, illiterate or handicapped of our very own state.
Don't let this issue get out of hand, or before you
know it, bananas will not only be the cash crop that
keeps the people of Honduras in poverty, but also
the reason why UMO is torn to shreds.
Remember. Bananas are cheap, but life is dear.
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'Sweeney Todd. The Demon Barber of Fleet Street'
Student cast selected for performance
'ORONO - The Maine Masque
Theatre at UMO will present the musical
thriller, "Sweeney Todd, The Demon
Barber of Fleet Street," Feb. 26 to
March 2, at 8, p.m. in the Hauck
Auditorium.
A student cast has been selected for
the production by Stephen Sondheim.
one of Broadway's memorable song
writers, and Hugh Wheeler. Edgar
Cyrus, professor of theatre and Ludlow
Hallman associate professor of music
have combined their talents as director
and tittMic conductor respectively.
Sondheinisunday in the Park with
George" is currently playing-on Broad-
way. Sondheim is also the author of the
lyrics from Leonard Bernstein's "West
Side Story." "Anyone Can Whistle,"
"Do I Hear A Waltz," "Pacific Over-
tures." "A Funny Thing Happened on
the Was to the Forum," and "A Little
Night Music," were also. written by
Sondheim.
The action of "Sweeney Todd."
which will also be presented at a 2 p.m.
matinee performanceMarch I, revolves
around the revenge of Benjamin Barker
who assumes the identity of Sweeney.
'MU • "Prijred-TrY • 'Peler-S0-ekney-Or -
Brownville. Unjustly sent to prison by
the crooked Judge Turpin, played by
Richard Rose of Sandy Point, Barker .
returns as Sweeney to his old barber
-shop in London and-waifs for the judge
to come in for the closest shave of his
life.
Other members of the cast are several
people who share roles on alternate
nights: Scott Snively of Bangor and.
Joseph Foss of Essex Junction, Vt., as
Tobias; Teresa C-urley ef-East Millinocket
Johanna, and Paul Stickney of
Brownville and Anthony Cloutier of
Waterville as Pireli.
Jeffrey Sampson of Newton, Mass.;
Luke Hedge of Clinton, Iowa; Harlan
Baker of Hartsdale, N.Y.: Lois Sturtevant
of Orono; John Downey, Orono High
,Sitool Student; Kevin Kiley of
Damariscotta; Robert Linscott of Ken-
nebunk Beach; Paula Olson of Silver
Spring, MD., and Jennifer 'Yoder of
Penobscot are also cast members.
Members of the chorus are Jesse
Hamilton of Cape Elizabeth, SUSill
Smith of Manassas, Va., Kay Keaton of
South Casco, Ellie Gulick of 'Lexington.
Mass., Barbara Johnson of Oakland.
Scott Blaufuss of Orono, Maureen
EFevine of_ Ellsworth. Melissa
Cheeseman of Unity. Elizabeth Moore
of Boothbay Harbor, and Sue Roy of
and Laurie Beal of Bar Harbor as Orono.
he Maine Campus...
is now accepting applications for
editor of Verhatim, the  weekly 
magazine devoted to alternative news_
and feature articles.
Applicants should have experience in
paste-up and lay out, and the ability
to work on deadline.
Applications must be recieved by
March 6, 1985
•
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46 MAIN STREET
OROWO, MAINE 04473
Call early for all of
your Semi-Formal
needs.
Corsages &
Boutonneirs made
to order
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0
a
0
0
just call: 866-4995 0
Thursday, Feb. 28
Peter Stickney plays the one of
the lead roles in -sweenes Todd,
The Demon Barber of Fleet
Street. •• I PR S photo I
Communique
UN10 Single Parent Network.
1912 Room, Memorial Union, 10
a.m.
AIATnen Meering. Ord Tow n
Believe as They Do," public in- •
  North Loan Room,
Memorial Union, 3 p.m.
SPSS-X. The Statistical Package
For the.Social Sciences,part 3. 100 
'Room, Memorial Union. II
Academic Success Series
Catherine Wood, complex direc-
tor: "Learning About Your Per-
sonal Style (The Myers-Briggs
Typology I ndicator). " South
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union,
12 noon.
Wildlife Noontime Seminar.
Professor Charles Duncan,' UM
!Machias: "The Institute for Field
Ornithology." 204 Nutting Hall,
12 noon.
Journalism Seminar. Robert
,Steele, assistant professor: "The
Ethics of Journalists: Why They
Neville Hall, 3:30 ern.
Civil Engineering Graduate
—Seminar, Jeannine Amos:
"Geotechnical Aspects of Land
slides," refreshments. 359 Aubert
Hall. 4:10 p.m.
Peace Action Film Series. "You
Have Struck a Rock" and "Allan
Boesak: Choosing for Justice,"
Discussion leaders Janet Gilbert
and Doug Allen, MPAC Subcom-
mittee on South Africa, 100 and
-101 Neville Hall, 7 p.m.
Maine Masque Theatre.
"Sweeney - Todd, the Demon
Barber of Fleet Street," Hauck
Auditorium, admission, 8 p.m.
e I II L--10  —1--,---1G
1 Stillwater Village ,
Apartments
i is now renting for September 1st.
1 Rents start at $395 per month 1
Apartments include:
• heat • wall to wall
• hot water carpets
• stove • laundry facilities
• refrigerator on property
• dishwasher
call 866-2658
„by Peter Tirschwel
Staff Writer
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Union art exhibits worth at least a brief visit
,by Peter Tirschwell
Staff Writer
Two art exhibits are presently on
display in the Memorial Union and are
indeed worth at least a brief visit. The
Union is home to two art galleries and
if this seems suprising, that is because
the space where the art is hung is also
ing the grand portrait of Arthur A.
Hauck in the center of the room to
separate the Caughlin prints from the
Patterson ones. This may seem to some
as a symbolic act to carve out two
separate exhibits for the price of one, but
a quick glance over the 28 prints on
display here will reveal a remarkable
cohesiveness both in terms of the visual
Equestrian (Fitzgerald photo)
the lobby of Hauck Auditorium and the
busy avenue off which Dean Rand and
Dean Lucsr's offices can be accessed. The
art therefore tends to blend into the
general static, and so we humbly include
this reminder to be on the lookout for it.
Two artists from the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst are represented
in a joint exhibit of prints in the Hauck
Lobby gallery space through April 14.
Their names are Jack Caughlin and
William Patterson, and althoughthey
are both have used the intaglio print
medium to explore possible creations of
the human mind, their art is so different
as to make this exhibit a memorable ex-
perience in .contrasts.
UMO Art Collection Curator Diana
Hulick, who organized this exhibit, has
showed some genuine insight by utiliz-
effects of the medium (the intaglio pro-
cess of metal plate printing was
employed in each of these works) and
the themes of subconcious and imagina-
tion that are a hallmark of each artists'
work.
If there is a disuniting, force in this ex-
hibit, it is that each artist is represented
by both strong and weak work. Some
works which Caughlin has contributed
to this show are simply busy collabora-
tions of animal images which come
together into overall compositions
which seem to have no relationship to
The many -images which compose it.
Animals and sometimes human figures
peep out from deep within the compo
lion yet seem to be saying nothing more
than "notice me," Furthermore, when
animals appear in art, there is almost an
Material Comforts
(a unique, used clothing store)
2 Mill Street, Orono will be
taking clean, quality clothing
and accessories for Spring and
Summer on Consignment March
2nd-9th from 11am-2pm.
Opening Marh-11th.
1........(hours will be 10-4)
Resumes
Nancy ( offin& • I Ism'.
LI Silt, Si.
945.1619
Electrolysis •
and only
electrolysis
can remove
your unwanted
Fair permanently
and safely
Cal, for a free consuliatiox
c84/6048dPeier
sype"enced ewt,otys.s spec wis,
942-0781
If you think
your heart
can take it,
come boogie
with
-----7,111111V1Ingr—Trm"1---
ry
automatic suggestion that somehow
their plight on earth is being addressed,
but this is-sue is overpowered by the shear
visual complexity of his images.
But meaning and profoundness aside,
some of Caughlins prints can really be
quite entertaining. In a print entitled
"Equestrian," we see a skeleton riding
on top of a neatly composed and
symetrical composition of legs, ears,
naked bodies and other things whose
identity we can only begin to imagine.
The composition is free from the loose-
ly defined background which dominates
many of his prints allowing the viewer
to examine all of the neat little motifs
which seem to hang and swing from all
corners. The title itself adds to the
overall silliness of this work because
there is no horse, but rather something
resembling a fly which the skeleton is sit-
ting on. Caughlin has also presented us
with an interesting variation of a por-
trait. "Studies of Scan O'Cary" is a print
in which the artist has adopted the
unstructured and uncompleted style of
a preliminary drawing and transformed
it into a final product. The result is uni-
que, but rather unappealing.
On the other side of the lobby,
William Patterson has gone a different
route, arriving at images which are far
more subtle and easier for the eye to
digest.
Behind the figures hang sleeping
babies and half real images of windows
and trees, reminding us of the necessary
connection of memory and sub-
conscious with the living, breathing and
awoken human mind.
In one very interesting variant of this
idea, Patterson has used the setting of
an old master painting to explore the
ongoing thought processes of the human
mind. "After Vermeer" reproduces a
Delft household as seen through the eyes
of Jan Vermeer, a Dutch painter of the
16th century. Instead of the stopping
with the figures as the old master has
done, Patterson has visually reenacted
the standing women's thoughts. The
result could be over explanatory and in-
sulting, yet is instead challenging and
insightful.
After .ernseer (Fitzgerald pho(o)
The difference between the two artists
represented in this exhibit is most plain-
ly seen in their portraits. Each have
chosen famous literary and artistic
figures as their subjects but havve
represented their subjects in fundamen-
tally different ways. Caughlin's portraits
are descriptive; we are attracted to the
familiarity of the face (as in the case of
Walt Whitman) and to the name which
accompanies it, In the case of Patterson,
what dominates the image is not the
name but rather the personality of the
individual who is being represented. His
portraits are studies in mood and
phychological presence and the fact they
are of noted individuals is of no real
importance_
NEWCO MARKET
Main St., Orono 866-7710
Busch' 
 $899
bar botles plus tax & dep
Lite 42.99
6-12 or. bottles plus tax & deo
Tytell Wines S1.99
Lambrusco & Bianco 750 cril plus tax
All Seagrams Mixers 2 for dr
titer pios tax & dfp.
Newco Market wishes ynu_a___
SAFE & ENJOYABLE
•while supplies last Spring Break!!
West Market Square
34 Hammond St.
Bangor - 942-2717
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Sports
New coach
means end
for Maine
wing-T
by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
Let it be written in the UMO
history books that on Feb. 26.
1985, the wing T offense was of-
ficially axed from the football
team's playbook — and a new era
of Maine football will begin.
The person who will backbone
the new era is Eugene "Buddy'
Teevens — the new football coach.
"No sir," was Tees-ens•
response when asked if he would
retain the wing T. "I firmly believe
in a passing attack. From what I've
seen of our personnel we will fit it
very well
Tees-ens comes to UMO from
Boston University, where he has
served as the offensive and
rectuiting coordinator and
quarterback and receiver coach .
Teevens said UMO quarterback
Bob Wilder was "a prototype drop
back passer" and the Black Bear
(see TEEVENS page 11)
Upset propels
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
The UMO men's basketball team's
68-67 victory over the Canisius College
Golden Griffins Tuesday night could
probably be considered the largest upset
of the almost completed ECAC North
Atlantic season.
The Griffins' shortcoming to the
Black Bears was their third-conference
loss in four games, foiling Canisius' bid
for its first NAC regular season title.
Canisius at 13-3, must now wait for
Northeastern University 12-3 to play
Thursday against_ Boston_ University
17-5) before the No. 1 team is -picked.
At the other end of the scale, theBears
are currently on a tear with four wins in
their -past five games, including three-
straight conference victories. Thus at
4-11, the Bears find themselves in a three-
way tie with the University of New
Hampshire and the University of Ver-
mont. These three teams will be vying
for the sixth through eighth spots as
Siena College at 11-4 and Niagara
University at 11-5, along with BU. should
fill the third through fifth slots.
The Black Bears can control their own
destiny and avoid the NAC preliminary
round on March 4 — reserved for the
eighth and ninth teams — with a win
over UNH Friday night at Durham N.H.
The Bears defeated the Wildcats 56-51
psvanonsai. 
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99 Park Street Orono
761 Stillwater Ave. Old Town
Open 'Til 1 A.M...7 days a week
Busch
bar bottles
$8.98
plus tax and deposit
Bud or Bud Light $5.98
12 pack cans plus tax and deposit
•
Bud and Michelob Hats $3.59;
•with student 1.D.
•
Big Gulp of any soda 59C
•
•
•
open Ill 1 a.m. 7 days a week
0
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•
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866-5536
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Bears into playoffs
preliminary round with a victory over
Colgate (0-15) on Saturday.
The Bears one-point victory over
Canisius before one Of the most en-
thusiastic crowds this season paid
homage to a UMO squad that has played
hard the entire season but just couldn't
register the win. Yet recently, with vic-
tories over Utica College, Colgate (twice)
and now Canisius, the Bears might be
the underdog "hot team" that UMO
head coach Skip Chappelle said enters
the playoffs every year.
After Tuesday night's game, Chappelle
said of the back-and-forth contest that
went down to-the wire. "Our intensity
level was really high. I think our crowd
helped us out a lot."
Jeff Topliff, whose amoints and two
clutch free throws with 10 seconds re-
maining gave the Bears a 66-63 lead that
put.the game out of the Griffins' reach,
agreed with Chappelle. "The en-
thusiasm from the crowd is something
we haven't had for a while. They were
really into the game."
The approximately 1,500 people on
hand warmly applauded the seniors
Topliff, Jeff Wheeler and Bob Pomeroy,
who were each presented with pewter
steins to commemorate their last regular
season game.
The raucous crowd also established a
new precedent — the hurling of toilet
naper-----after-Topliff wored-L1,40,sfirs*
points with a jumper froth the right of
the key. In the ensuing 39 minutes, the
crowd was treated to probably the Bears'
finest team effort this season. And as
forward Steve Smith — whose jumper
from the' right baseline put the Bears on
top for good with 48 seconds left —
pointed out. UMO played Canisius' run-
and-gun style of play in the first half and
trailed 34-30. But in the second half, the
Bears slowed it down hitting a
phenominal 63-percent from the floor to
pull out the victory.
The entire team contributed with no
one person standing out. And it had to
be, as C-enter Chip Bunker, who played
tough inside as he contributed eight
points and nine rebounds and point
guard —Jim Boylen, whose outside
shooting accounted for 14 points, foul-
ed out in the waning minutes of the
game.
Wheeler contributed his usual 18
footers from around the perimeter for 12
points. Smith added four of his eight
points in the final 2:12 with two free
throws and the jumper. Rich Henry,
whose board play (8 rebounds) in the
absence of Bunker wouldn't allow the
larger Canisius team to get more than
twq opportunities of their frequently
missed shots. And T.J. Forester, who hit
5-of-7 from the floor with driving moves
and jumpersy accounted for the re-
_mainder of_U_Mtes points_ with 10. 
2nd Annual
Sea and
Ski
C411a
with Reggae
Music by
the I-Tones
Friday March lst.at Lengyl Gym
Doors open at 9:00.
tickets available '5" Students
at the door '6" General
Limbo and erotic banana contests
Prizes for best dressed surfer or
beach bum, ski bum or bunny.
Grand Prize: 5 Free Days of Skiing at Sugarloaf.
Also. giveaway prizes of Sunglasses & Ski Goggles
Sponsored by Ski Rack.
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• Teevens
(continued from page 101
receivers he has seen have shown
the ability to catch the ball.
"I don't think it will take a
(long) while," said Teevens when
asked how quickly the team could
becOme familiar with a new offen-
sive system. "With the enthusiasm
of the players I don't see a pro-
blem. " •
At age 28, Teevens is the
youngest head coach in the Yankee
Conference and one of the
youngest Division IAA coaches in
the country. He said he doesn't
consider his age as a negative
factor.
may be young in years but not
experience." said the new Bear
coach. "I expect to work hard,
period. I don't feel I'll have a pro-
blem with that."
"It's definitely a positive
fact," said Mark Coutts, captain -
and linebacker on the team. "He's
one that understands a younger
person.
"I'm excited about the nos
coach. He's not overbearing. You
can respect him and still like and
enjoy playing for him."
Teevens returned to Boston after
Wednesday's press conference and
said he will be back Friday to start
work. The first task at hand will
be to name a coaching staff, which
he hopes to have completed by the
end of next week.
Then the 30th head football
coach at Maine will be busy with
--.-- -recruiting. He said the school's
geographic setting was a unique
and positive aspect and not a
negative one
Teevens, who has recruited for
the BU Terriers in Rhode Island,
Vermont. southeastern
Massachusetts and Philadelphia to
name but a few places, said it is his
intention to attract the best Maine
football players to UMO.
"The first priority is to get the
top Maine football players here,"
said Teevens. "It is essential for the
program to establish contact with
Maine (high school) coaches."
Teevens is a graduate from Dart-
mouth College, where he was an
All-Ivy League quarterback,
ECAC Division IA Player of the
Year, honorable mention All-
American, Ivy League Player of
the Year, captain and Most
Valuable Player of the 1978 Ivy
League championship football
team.
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Newest Celtic 'thankful' to play
BROOKLINE. Mass. (AP) — After
nine months on the sidelines and two
hours of sleep, Ray Williams was
"thankful" to be playing again Tuesday
in his first practice with the Boston
Celtics.
"It feels all right, better than sitting
out the whole year," said Williams.
"Coming back, playing with probably
one of the two top teams in the league,
it feels good."
The seven-year veteran of the National
Basketball Association became a Celtic
Monday night after Boston gave New
York second-round draft choices in 1985
and 198610 get the Knicks to waive their
right to match a $125,000 offer he re-
ceived from the Celtics.
The 6-foot-3 guard had gained free
agency when he got into a contract
dispute and didn't sign with New York
after last season. He signed the offer
sheet with Boston last Thursday:, and
New York had 15 days to match it. The
defending NBA champions made the
deal to get him sooner.
Williams, 30, ran through plays with
his teammates during the 90-minute
practice. For part of the time, he stood
at midcourt listening to assistant coach
Jimmy Rodgers point out what other
players were doing.
"The awkwardness will come in just
trying to comprehend most of the plays
that they run," said Williams. "The
thing that really throws you off are the
different numbers and the names they
give the plays. "
Boston Coach K.C. Jones said 
Williams would play two or- three
minutes in each half of the Celtics' home
game Wednesday night against San
Antemio.
"There's not much we could see out
there today, and I really did not expect
to see anything because he's been away
and he's about five-to-six pounds over-
weight," Jones added.
Williams said he doesn't expect trou-
ble switching from his traditional star-
ting role to the third-guard slot he is ex-
pected to fill eventually.
SAE
Little Sister Rush
Thurs. Feb.28,
6:30-8:30
TACO PARTY,
(House next to
the steam p)antI
Issor t, (30/1Prie
Bangor Maine
• The
Microcomputer
Center
WORDSTAR Mar. 9 9-4 p.m.
INTRO. LOTUS 1-2-3 Mar. 23 9-4 p.m.
One day seminars - - tuition $75.
Enrollment is limited.
Special seminars can be designed to meet your
unique business needs.
To register or for more information, call:
947-1121 Ext. 214 or 1-800-432-7335
Tomorrow's Leaders Are Al Husson Today
"I'm not asking him to do too much
right away. He's going to do what he
does anyway," Jones said. "He's a
good shooter, a good passer. He pushes
the ball up the court and he works at the
game."
The last time he worked at it was May
13 against -his new team in the seventh
game of the Eastern Conference
semifi als He was with New York,
"It feels all right, better
than sitting out the whole
year. Coming back, playing
with probably one of the
two top teams in the
league, it feels good."
— Ray Williams
which lost 121-104 to Boston. Williams
had eight points, seven assists, three
steals and four turnovers.
"I've played ball since then but
nothing compared to running up and
down court in the NBA. I did a lot of
swimming, running the treadmill, run-
ning the beach." said Williams. "I've
been down in Nassau, Bahamas for the
last month just running the beach and
just relaxing and trying to stay in
shape."
The relaxation ended suddenly. At
8:30 p.m. Monday, he learned of the deal
that would allow him to play again.
"I just took a deep breath and thank-
ed God it was all over with," he said,
He scurried around for someone to
look after his house and assortment of
pets, which includes dogs and birds. He
went to sleep about .3:30 a.m., rose at
5:30 a.m, and arrived in Boston at 8
a.m., he said. Practice began at 10:30.
The players gave Williams a "very
good" reception, said Jones.
He said he's "thinking about getting
an edge at this point of the year going
to the playoffs . . Every team in the
league wants to grab an edge"
Williams gives the Celtics the com-
bination of experience, 'offensive ex-
plosiveness and passing and rebounding
ability that has been lacking in its
substitute guards veterans Zuinn
Buckner and M.L. Carr, second-year pro
Carlos Clark and rookie Rick Carlisle,
Maine Campus
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These days in college basketball, a soft
schedule is like an opinion — every
coach has got one.
Every coach ..and I mean esery
coach in the country.— patty-cakes his
schedule today. It's just that some buy
less cupcakes and whip cream than
others. But I'll guarantee you, if you put
anybody's schedule under a magnifying
glass, you'll find a number of US Inter-
national Teams, Hilos of Hawaii, and a
few proverbial Sisters, of the Poor
floating around somewhere
Don't get me wrong. Softening sour
schedule is nothing new. Thirty years
ago, when I was the freshman coach at
Dartmouth College in Hanover. N.H.
one of ms duties for the head coach.
Doggie Julian, was to scout the
freshman teams at Norwhich, Mid-
dlebury. and Vermont. And whoever had
ti.e weakest freshman team, we opened
with- at fiorne the following season.
• What Doggie had me do was just one
Of the ricks to soft-scheduling_What. it
show that 'A Fai', being done today
V.
—
is nothing new under the sun. Its just
that everybody is doing it now — and
doing more of it.
Here are some of the other tricks of
the Schedule-Softening Trade:
The first thing a coach does is try to
book teams in the bottom half of other
conferences, especially the socalled
"name" conferences, around the coun-
try. .1-le especially goes after a cellar
team, which is normally a basket case.
With players who two-hand dribble and
have underwear hanging out of their
pants.
Another trick is to book schools that
have just had a coaching change,
because there's enew system being put
in, and normally if a change occurs
there's a problem in the program, things
are out of synch, there's some dissentien,
and it usually takes three years to get
things turned around. Plus, normally the
new coach is looking to build for the
future, so he -won't play seniors. He'll
play his freshman and sophomores,
because he knows his first year on the
job is a honeymoon, lameduck-type
season.
It's also great to schedule a school that
has just been put on probation by the
NCAA. This means that they have been
given a limited number of scholarships
in the future, which means they lose
quite a bit of their recruiting tools. In
those situations, the faculty and ad-
ministration takes over, and it takes a
normal school about five years to get
met. it.
A couple more inner tricks of schedul-
ing: You always schedule schools that
enroll junior college transfers early in the
season, because the transfer usually can-
not adapt to the system that quickly.
And besides, if the kid was in junior ipol-
lege, normally there's a reason why he
was there Mahe firsrplace. Second. you
hook the  strong araderni, schools late
in the season, because they- always base
s-number of academic washouts in the
second semester.
Another thing. If you're going on the
road, the trick is to play in the city arena.
not in some snakepit on the school's
campus. The student body is always
worth 6-10 points. And, if possible, you-
book road games when the student body
is on Christmas vacation or has exams.
One other thing coaches try to do is
schedule a school that has a national
reputation in football, but is currently
in a minus pool where hoops are con-
cerned.' A place whose name is a
household word, but where the powers
that be think that roundball is just a
short period between the football's
regular season and spring ball.
You must realize that when a coach
does schedule a tough game outside his
conference, it is done for one of two
reasons— for the network TV money, or
to help recruiting in that particular area,
especially if it's a heavy area like New
York, Chicago or Washington, D.C.
Every school in the country is willing
to play a few of the top 20 teams If Ws'
a big payday — that TV check more than
mikes tip for anything but a blow-out.
But after that, they'll only play schools
rated from 210 to 282 in Division I.
What normally happens, when a
coach brings in a patsy, the home team
has its own-officials, and they give the
patsy three times the normal guarantee
that they'd receive in their own ens iron-
ment. And then after they blow 'em out
of there, they tell the press: "They're very
well coached, just one of two players
away from making the NCAA
tourney-," and try not to laugh when
they say it.
Another point should be made. :lodes.
all schools soften then schedules, but
normally it's just the independents who
'get a black eye for doing it. But that's
he'-ause they have to book-" than
double the amount of chippies to make
up for the conference schools who cart
get away with playing chippies inside
their conference twice.
Why is there so much more softening
of schedule today?
Because today the coaches believe that
if you get 20 wins you will go to the
,NCAA tournament, and making the
first round means a minimum of
$150,000 to a school. Or, if you're in the
18-win area, you will probably also go
to the NIT, which is also extremely
profitable.
What this means is that only school,
that can afford a limited amount of soft-
ness in their schedules are the ones that
are traditionally dominant in their con-
ferences, where the top four schools
always go to the NCAA, so they know
they're going to get there anyway.
Coaching today is not a past-time, it's
a profession. Anil as I said in a Sports
Illustrated article titer 20 years ago, one
of the most important things in coaching
is scheduling.
Winning 20 games a season is no big
trick today, because you play so many
more games. Pre-season tourneys like
Hawaii, or Alaskla, not to mention your
regular season, and, in some cases, a
post-season conference tourney. And
tourney bids aren't that meth,•either,
because counting both the NCAA and
NIT, you've got some 80-odd bids now.
Almost anybody who's any good at all
gets in.
I think the only way you can truly rate
a coach's ability is to take his post-season
appearances in the NIT or NCAA and
check his won-loss percentage Someone
told- me there was one coach, for exam-
ple — he's a TV basketball announcer
now — who was 27-10 in II post-season
tournaments. Just a'tad shy of 73.
If -I weren't so-modest. I'd tell you-his
name.
BENJAMIN'S
Goot@zezD
Entertainment for 123 Franklin St
942- 
74r9e2e t, Bangor
1-2: Ray Boston People in love
3-4: Jonny Cargo Band
5-6: The Buffalos with the
7-8-9: The Front
10-11: The Dogs restaurant
12-13-14: Room With A View business.15-16-17: Hometown
Rockers
18-19: TRX
20-21: The Upsetters
22-23: The Urge
24-25-26: Revolver
27-28: SoundTrac
29-30: The Allies
31: Just the Facts
March
KAYO,/
im+- MAW
NOVO
LOT
Elf-MJANIN'S
NATuflE WALK
Weekly Drink
Specials
Sun. & Mon.: 50' drafts
Tues.: Ladies Night
Wed.: Happy Hour Prices
All Night
Thur.: Marguarita &
Sombrero - $1.75
Fri.: Bud Night - $1.25
Sat.: Mic Dark - $1.25
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